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June 18, 2018
Mr. Thomas L. Shelley, Manager
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RE:

Technical Comments on Application, Revision 18-1 for the 2018 Updated
Closure/Closeout Plan, Chino Mine, Grant County, New Mexico, Permit No.
GR009RE

Dear Mr. Shelley:
The Mining and Minerals Division ("MMD") received a permit application from FreeportMcMoRan Chino Mines Company ("Chino") on February 16, 2018 to revise permit number
GR009RE for the Chino Mine, Grant County, New Mexico. The application is an update to the
Chino Mine Closure/Closeout Plan ("CCP"). The permit application fee was also received by
MMD. MMD is processing this application as Revision 18-1. Chino presented the Updated CCP
in a meeting on May 10, 2018, in Santa Fe, NM to the agencies and Gila Resources Information
Project ("GRIP").
In accordance with 19.10.5.506.E NMAC, MMD provided the application for Revision 18-1 to,
and requested comments from, the New Mexico Environment Department, New Mexico Office
of the State Engineer, Bureau of Land Management, New Mexico Department of Game and
Fish, New Mexico Historic Preservation Division and New Mexico Forestry. Technical comments
from these agencies are included with this letter and shall be addressed in writing, along with
the following technical comments from MMD:
1.
Section 3.1.2, Page 1O states "Chino has dedicated the upper lifts of the STS2 and
Upper South stockpiles for storage of RCM [Reclamation Cover Material] for future reclamation."
Please provide a map/figure delineating the RCM portion(s) of the STS2 stockpile. Also, please
report the base elevation of RCM stored in the STS2 Stockpile.
2.
Page 27 reports 20.6 million yd3 of RCM in the north mine area. Please provide a table
with the estimated volume of RCM stored within the STS2 Stockpile, Upper South Stockpile and
Whitehouse Stockpile versus the total volume of RCM required for the reclamation of the north
mine area. Chino should also provide an anticipated reject percentage from the existing RCM
volumes.
3.
Figure 021 identifies Rubio Peak Conglomerate, Rubio Peak Flows, Sugarlump Tuff,
Bear Springs Basalt and Kneeling Nun Tuff as either potential cover borrow areas or riprap
areas. Please note that for the CCP and financial assurance cost estimate, only Kneeling Nun
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Tuff and approved RCM material from the Upper South Stockpile, STS2 Stockpile and
Whitehouse Stockpile shall be considered for reclamation. Material from the Rubio Peak
Formation is currently being tested by Chino on a test plot and was conditionally approved by
MMD for the North Lampbright Waste Rock Stockpile under Revision 16-1 . However, the Rubio
Peak Formation material is not approved for wider use at Chino on facilities such as Main
Lampbright, South Lampbright, or Southwest Lampbright as currently proposed in the CCP. The
haul routes depicted in Figure 021 should be modified accordingly for the cost estimate.
4.
Page 34-35, Section 5.1.3. The CCP indicates that Chino will update the MMD waiver
during or after MMD review. Page 34 states that due to mining , "portions of the open pit lie
outside the geographic area defined when the conditional waiver was granted in 2003." Please
propose adjustments to the 2003 MMD waiver to become consistent with the 2018 Updated
CCP. This might best be provided in one comprehensive figure showing:
• the waiver area pursuant to Mining Act Rules
• the area of open pit hydraulic containment (AOPHC)
• the open pit surface drainage area (OPSDA).
5.
Access to the mine maintenance facilities area (which is proposed for an industrial
PMLU) is currently provided via the road located between the South and West Stockpiles. At
closure, these stockpiles coalesce as shown in Figure 5-1 and Appendix A Figure 003. Please
describe how access to the mine maintenance facilities area will be provided at closure in order
to facilitate the proposed industrial PMLU for this area.
6.
Please define the anticipated slope direction(s) and grade of the top surface of the STS2
Stockpile at closure (see Figure 004 in Appendix A).
7.
Figure 022 in Appendix A - "Typical reclaimed outslope section" shows a toe collection
feature. Please provide a typical design detail for the toe collection feature. Will toe channels
require riprap? What is the approximate width and what storm event will the toe channels
designed to meet? Further, Chino should define areas in the Appendix A reclamation drawings
where the toe channel will/will not be constructed for water conveyance since this will likely
affect the cost estimate for construction.
8.
Section 6.1 .5.2 describes the use of 18-24 inches of cover over footings, slabs,
pavement, etc. located on non-acid generating materials while Section 6.1.6 describes the use
of 36 inches of cover material over similar facilities. Please clarify.
9.
Figure 027 should show the approximate aerial extent of the proposed HOPE
geomembrane for the outlet channel at the NE corner of Tailing Pond 7. Additionally, please
provide justification for two feet of cover over the HOPE geomembrane (see Figure 029) instead
of three feet of cover proposed for the remainder of the impoundment.
10.
Chino states on page 28, Section 3.3.8 and page 67 (earthwork material take-off
summary table), that borrow material volume in borrow areas E, F and His approximately 4
million yd3, while the earthwork take-off summary indicates a need for 9.77 million yd3 for the
2,019 acres yet to be reclaimed . Chino should clarify the volumetric discrepancy and indicate an
anticipated reject percentage based on previous SMA reclamation using Gila Conglomerate.
Additionally, Figure 030 shows borrow areas E and H located NW of Tailing Pond 7. These
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borrow areas could be affected by Chino's tentative plans to construct a new tailing pond in this
area in the future. If/when a tailing impoundment is proposed, new borrow areas may need to be
identified at that time.
11 .
Table 5-2 provides a summary of buildings and structures to be removed/reclaimed.
Please provide a map/figure identifying the buildings listed in Table 5-2.
12.
MMD notes that some plans continue to have alternatives (e.g., sources of cover
material and sludge disposal, salt disposal and water treatment facility, etc.), and evaluation of
alternatives as part of the CCP evaluation process as well as the implementation of a
reclamation plan. In order to provide a cost estimate, the Chino CCP must select one option in
the 2018 plan even if alternative location(s) or options are mentioned in the Chino CCP.
13.
Page 28 states that Chino plans on updating the material handling plan to include
additional RCM in the near future. MMD agrees that the following two material handling plans
should be updated by Chino and will be a condition within Revision 18-1 :
• Materials Handling Plan South Pit Area, dated July 7, 2006. This plan should be updated
to describe waste and ore handling for all areas of the Chino pit(s) being actively mined
or planned for active mining in the future. Updates to the pit material handling plan
should be on the same approximate 5-year schedule as updates to the CCP.
• Quality Control - Standard Operating Procedure, Cover Material Handling Plan and
Placement, West Stockpile Test Plots, dated March 16, 2007. This plan should be
updated to describe RCM handling and placement procedures on the same approximate
5-year schedule as updates to the CCP.
14.
Page 33, Section 5.1.1.; Page 8, Section 3.1 .2 & Table 3-1 ; and Page 67, Earthwork
Takeoff Summary. The estimated stockpile acreage is somewhat contradictory. The CCP
indicates 2,340 acres, 2,565 (less 222 acres of Upper South and STS2) acres and 2,718 acres
of stockpiles to be reclaimed. Chino should clarify what is the best estimate for the total acreage
for stockpiles surfaces to be reclaimed for EOY2018 estimate.
15.
Figure 8-1 PMLU designation at mine site. Chino should clarify whether its design
includes the boundaries between unreclaimed (waived) and reclaimed for PMLU of wildlife
habitat. For example, will these locations include some combination of berms, fencing , drainage
ditch, rock armor or other design elements?
16.
Please describe the methods to be used at closure to protect wildlife during the shortterm and long-term water treatment periods.
17.
Appen dix C. Section 4.2.4 Maintenance, Page 13. Chino references 2013 Tyrone CCP
Update estimate of 1.5 to 1.0% for routine maintenance and capital replacement costs. Chino
should provide additional detail of what items and frequency of capital replacement costs would
encompass.
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18.
Appendix C Water Treatment, Page 8, Section 2.3; Page 10, Section 3.2; and Table 6 of
Attachment A - ETS memo. Chino proposes sludge and salt disposal associated with water
treatment. In order to more accurately assess capital costs for the financial assurance proposal ,
Chino should provide some additional detail with the understanding that some aspects may
change at the actual time of construction:
• proposed location of water treatment facilities
• proposed location of SDF & dimensions of lined pond
• proposed location of salt disposal facility & dimension of lined pond, and
• provide map(s) that show specific locations for treatment and disposal.
Please provide written responses to these technical comments, as well as the attached
technical comments from the cooperating agencies, within 60-days of receipt of this letter.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (505) 476-3434 or by email at
david.ennis @state.nm.us.
Sincerely,

-David J. (DJ) Ennis, P.G ., Permit Lead
Senior Reclamation Specialist
Mining and Minerals Division
Attachments: Cooperating Agency Technical Comments
cc:

Mine File (GR009RE)
Holland Shepherd, Program Manager, MARP
Brad Reid, Permit Lead, NMED
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Ennis, David, EMNRD
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Roth, Daniela, EMNRD
Monday, March 26, 2018 3:50 PM
Ennis, David, EMNRD
RE: Request for comments, Sitewide Closure/Closeout Plan Update 2018 (GR009RE)

Dear David Ennis:
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to review and comment on the Sitewide Closure/Closeout Plan Update
2018, Revision 18-1, for the Chino Mine in Grant County, NM (Permit Tracking No. GR009RE). I do not
anticipate any impacts to state listed endangered plants from the updated closeout plan.
Please let me know if I can be of further help.
Sincerely,

Daniela Roth
Botany Program Coordinator
EMNRD – Forestry Division
1220 S. Saint Francis Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87505
505-476-3347
http://www.emnrd.state.nm.us/SFD/
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